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        FrogWear® HV Three-Piece High-Visibility Rain Suit - GLO-8000    

    

    
        
            
                Be the first to review this product            
        

    




        [image: /frogwear-hv Logo] This three-piece yellow/green PVC/polyester rain suit includes bibs, a detachable hood, and a jacket. The rain suit features 3M™ reflective material for low-light visibility. Jacket has a vented back, two front pockets, and an adjustable snap waist and sleeve ends. The zipper and snap closure on the jacket have a storm flap. The detachable hood comes with a drawstring for easy adjustment. Rain bibs feature adjustable snap waist and ankles.
Each set is individually packaged with hanging grommets for retail sale.
	0.18 mm PVC-coated 170T polyester
	3M™ reflective material enhances low-light visibility
	High-visibility yellow/green
	Fully taped seams are waterproof and windproof
	Meets ANSI/ISEA 107-2020 standard
	Class 3 (Jacket Only)
	Class E (Bibs Only)
	Type R
	Jacket features
	Corduroy collar
	Adjustable drawstring hood is detachable
	The jacket has an adjustable snap waist and sleeve ends
	Zipper closure with storm flap and snaps
	Zipper and snap closure provide a secure, snug fit
	Total Pockets: Two - (2) outside
	Bibs features
	Adjustable straps and heavy-duty buckles
	Snap fly closure
	Adjustable snap waist and ankles
	Total Pockets: None

Click here to view our Online Catalog
[image: ]WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harm - www.P65Warnings.ca.gov.
Click on an icon for more products and information:
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                            Specifications
                        
                    

                    
                            
        More Information	Brand	FrogWear® HV
	Sizes	S-5XL
	Industry	Contractors, Delivery Drivers, Landfills, Landscaping, Parking Lots, Recreational Workers, Road Construction, Shopping Cart Attendant, Supervisor, Survey Crew, Tow Truck Operators, Traffic Safety, Transportation, Construction, Warehousing, Baggage Handling
	Color	High-Visibility Yellow/Green
	SubHeadline	PVC-Coated Polyester • Waterproof and Windproof
	Bib Closure	Buckles and Snap
	Class	Class 3
	Closure	Zipper and Snaps
	Fabric	0.18 mm PVC-Coated 170T Polyester
	High-Visibility	Yes
	Hood	Detachable with Drawstring
	HVSA	Type R
	Inside Pockets	0
	Jacket Closure	Zipper and Snaps
	Material Weight	6.90 oz Polyester
	Outside Pockets	2
	Pockets	2
	Reflective	3M™ Reflective Material
	Retail Ready	Yes
	Style	High-Visibility Rain Suit
	Tag Style	Woven Tag
	Waterproof	Yes
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        	Baggage Handling
	Construction
	Contractors
	Delivery Drivers
	Landfills
	Landscaping
	Parking Lots
	Recreational Workers
	Road Construction
	Shopping Cart Attendant
	Supervisor
	Survey Crew
	Tow Truck Operators
	Traffic Safety
	Transportation
	Warehousing
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        You're reviewing:FrogWear® HV Three-Piece High-Visibility Rain Suit - GLO-8000
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FRESH GOODS
NEW PRODUCTS!
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EXTENDED SIZES
FROM XXS TO 8XL
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																		FrogWear® HV High-Visibility Yellow/Green Polyester Rain Poncho - GLO-850
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																		FrogWear® HV High-Visibility Orange Lightweight Mesh Polyester Safety Vest - GLO-006V
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																		FrogWear® HV Self-Wicking Polyester Short-Sleeved High-Visibility Yellow/Green Shirt - GLO-007B
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																		FrogWear® HV Self-Wicking High-Visibility Long-Sleeved Shirt with Reflective - GLO-008LS
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																		FrogWear® HV High-Visibility Mesh Polyester Short-Sleeved Safety Vest - GLO-011
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																		FrogWear® HV Lightweight Mesh Polyester Breakaway Safety Vest - GLO-011BA
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																		FrogWear® HV Self-Extinguishing High-Visibility Short-Sleeved Safety Vest - GLO-011FR
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																		FrogWear® HV High-Visibility Mesh Polyester Surveyors Safety Vest with Sleeves - GLO-0135
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																		FrogWear® HV High-Visibility Orange Mesh Polyester Surveyors Safety Vest with Sleeves - GLO-0145
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																		FrogWear® HV Self-Wicking High-Visibility Yellow/Green Short-Sleeved Shirt with Reflective - GLO-018
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																		FrogWear® HV High-Visibility Polyester Solid Black Bottom Safety Vest - GLO-019
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																		FrogWear® HV High-Visibility Yellow/Green Lightweight Mesh Polyester Breakaway Vest - GLO-01BA
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																		FrogWear® HV High-Visibility Yellow/Green Safety Vest with Camouflage Bottom - GLO-020
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																		FrogWear® HV Flame-Resistant High-Visibility Yellow/Green Surveyors Safety Vest - GLO-022FR
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																		FrogWear® HV Orange Lightweight Mesh Polyester Safety Vest with Black Solid Bottom - GLO-049
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																		FrogWear® HV Lightweight High-Visibility Orange Mesh and Solid Surveyors Safety Vest - GLO-058
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																		FrogWear® HV Lightweight High-Visibility Yellow/Green Mesh and Solid Surveyors Safety Vest - GLO-059
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																		FrogWear® HV Premium High-Visibility Yellow/Green Polyester Surveyors Safety Vest - GLO-067
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																		FrogWear® HV Photoluminescent Surveyors Safety Vest with Reflective - GLO-077
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																		Bullhead Safety™ Head Protection - High-Visibility Yellow/Green Climbing Style Protective Helmet with Six-Point Ratchet Suspension and Four-Point Chin Strap - HH-CH1-YG
																	

																																																																				
																		
																			Rating:
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																		FrogWear® HV Premium High-Visibility Mesh Polyester Surveyors Safety Vest - GLO-079
																	

																																																																				
																		
																			Rating:
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																		FrogWear® HV Premium High-Visibility Polyester Surveyors Safety Vest - GLO-099
																	

																																																																				
																		
																			Rating:
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																		FrogWear® HV Enhanced Visibility Orange Economy Mesh Safety Vest with Wide Yellow Reflective - GLO-10-2IN
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																		FrogWear® HV Enhanced Visibility Economy Mesh Safety Vest with Reflective - GLO-10-G-1IN
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																		FrogWear® HV Enhanced Visibility Yellow/Green Economy Mesh Safety Vest with Wide Reflective - GLO-10-G-2IN
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																		FrogWear® HV Enhanced Visibility Orange Economy Mesh Safety Vest - GLO-10-O
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																		FrogWear® HV Enhanced Visibility Orange Economy Mesh Safety Vest with Reflective - GLO-10-O-1IN
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																		FrogWear® HV High-Visibility Yellow/Green Economy Mesh Safety Vest - GLO-10-YG
																	

																																																																				
																		
																			Rating:
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																		FrogWear® HV Mesh/Solid Polyester High-Visibility Yellow/Green Surveyors Safety Vest - GLO-127
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																		FrogWear® HV High-Visibility Lightweight LED Mesh Safety Vest with Short Sleeves - GLO-12LED
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																		FrogWear® HV Mesh/Solid Polyester High-Visibility Orange Surveyors Safety Vest - GLO-147
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																		FrogWear® HV Premium LED Surveyors Safety Vest - GLO-15LED
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																		FrogWear® HV Enhanced Visibility Premium Short-Sleeved Athletic Shirt - GLO-200
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																		FrogWear® HV Premium Athletic-Type High-Visibility Black Bottom Sleeveless Safety Shirt - GLO-202
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																		FrogWear® HV Premium High-Performance Stretch Athletic Safety Shirt - GLO-205
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																		FrogWear® HV Premium High-Visibility Polo/Golf Shirt - LIMITED STOCK - GLO-209
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																		FrogWear® HV Premium Athletic High-Visibility Long-Sleeved Shirt with Breathable Black Mesh - GLO-225LS
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																		FrogWear® HV High-Visibility Yellow/Green Mesh Safety Pants - GLO-2P
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																		FrogWear® HV Premium LED Surveyors Safety Vest with Sleeves - GLO-315LED
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																		FrogWear® HV High-Visibility Orange Mesh Safety Pants - GLO-4P
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																		FrogWear® HV Premium Lightweight Breathable Yellow/Green Safety Pants - GLO-88P
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																		FrogWear® HV Premium Lightweight Breathable Orange Safety Pants - GLO-99P
																	

																																																																				
																		
																			Rating:
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																		FrogWear® HV Lightweight High-Visibility Yellow/Green Elastic Traffic Safety Sash - GLO-ES1
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																		FrogWear® HV Enhanced Visibility Premium Sportswear Vest - LIMITED STOCK - GLO-SV1
																	

																																																																				
																		
																			Rating:
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																		Bullhead Safety™ Head Protection - Matte Black Graphite Climbing Style Protective Helmet with Six-Point Ratchet Suspension and Four-Point Chin Strap - HH-CH1-CB
																	

																																																																				
																		
																			Rating:
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																		FrogWear® HV Women's Fit High-Visibility Surveyors Safety Vest - GLO-W0037
																	

																																																																				
																		
																			Rating:
																			
																				0%
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																		FrogWear® HV High-Visibility Mesh Polyester Gaiters - GLO-G1
																	

																																																																				
																		
																			Rating:
																			
																				0%
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																		FrogWear® HV High-Visibility Orange Mesh Polyester Gaiters - GLO-G2
																	

																																																																				
																		
																			Rating:
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																		FrogWear® HV High-Visibility Solid Waterproof Gaiters - GLO-G3
																	

																																																																				
																		
																			Rating:
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																		FrogWear™ Premium Microporous PE Film-Laminated Disposable Coveralls - NW-COV63
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																		FrogWear® Flock-Lined 15-Mil Green Nitrile Raised Diamond Pattern Grip Unsupported Gloves - 515F
																	

																																																																				
																		
																			Rating:
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																		FrogWear® Extra-Long 22-Mil Green Nitrile Unsupported Gloves with a Raised Diamond Pattern Grip - 522
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																		FrogWear™ Premium Microporous PE Film-Laminated Disposable Coveralls with Collar - NW-COV630
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																		FrogWear™ Premium Self-Extinguishing Disposable Coveralls with Collar - NW-COV800FR
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																		FrogWear™ Premium Self-Extinguishing Disposable Coveralls with Hood - NW-COV80FR
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																		Samurai Glove® Tuffalene® Liquid and Cut Resistant Double-Coated Gloves - CR999MFF
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																		Vise Gripster® C.I.A. Cut, Impact, Abrasion, and Puncture Resistant Water Repellent Coated Gloves - LIMITED STOCK - CIA317INT
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																		Bullhead Safety™ Head Protection Green Unvented Cap Style Hard Hat With Six-Point Ratchet Suspension - HH-C2-G
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																		Panther-Guard® Heavyweight Nitrile, Powder-Free, Industrial-Grade, Raised Micro-Diamond Pattern, Black, 6-Mil, 9.5-Inch Disposable Gloves - 908BPF
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																		Bullhead Safety® Hearing Protection Premium High-Visibility Cap Mounted NRR 22 dB Earmuffs - HP-M3
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																		Bullhead Safety® Hearing Protection Uncorded Polyurethane Foam NRR 33 dB Earplugs - HP-F1
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																		Bullhead Safety® Hearing Protection Corded Polyurethane Foam NRR 33 dB Earplugs - HP-F2
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																		FrogWear® HV High-Visibility Yellow/Green Stretch Beanie Hat with Reflective Stripe - GLO-H3
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																		FrogWear® HV High-Visibility Black Interior Winter Bomber Jacket - GLO-EB1
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																		FrogWear® HV High-Visibility Yellow/Green Three-in-One Winter Parka Jacket - GLO-P3
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																		FrogWear® HV Eight-in-One Winter Bomber Jacket - GLO-B2
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																		High-Visibility Standard-Grade Cowhide Leather Insulated Gloves with Safety Cuff - 2950HV
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																		FrogWear® HV High-Visibility Mesh Polyester Adjustable Safety Vest - GLO-002ADJ
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Contact Information


	
Address:
13915 Radium St NW
Ramsey, MN 55303


	
Phone:
763-450-0110


	
Email:
Sales@GlobalGlove.com


	
Working Days/Hours:
Mon - Fri / 8:00AM - 6:00PM CST


	
Global Glove and Safety Manufacturing, Inc. only sells to established authorized distributors. For more information, please call us at 763-450-0110.
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Newsletter


Get all the latest information on new and improved safety products.
Sign up for a newsletter today.
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